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Between them, our three authors have either written or contributed to a dozen Frommer's travel

guides to Quebec over the years. They have returned to these two colorful, pleasure capitals of

Quebec for this 2015 edition, which reflects their most recent discoveries in attractions, lodgings,

meals, cultural highlight, and shops. Using the Easy Guide approach, they limit themselves to the

very best in all price ranges--truly, an "easy" guide to use and savor.
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Matthew Barber writes about food trends and cooking for the Boston Globe. He lives with his wife,

Leslie Brokaw, and their son and dog in Boston, MA.Leslie Brokaw has been a travel writer since

2006, contributing to more than ten Frommer's Guides to Montreal and New England. Her first

books were coauthored with her stepfather, long-time Frommer's contributor, Herbert Livesey. She

lives in Boston, MA.Erin Trahan is a Boston-based writer and editor who specializes in film and

travel. This is her fifth Frommer's Guide to Montreal and Quebec City.

Just got back from Montreal and Quebec City and used this guide thoroughly. Everything was

absolutely on target and helpful. For example, I did not care for the old town...too tourist filled...but

the guide directed us to St.Denis street, a great street to walk down filled with restaurants, bars, and

night life. We visited the mont royal park and the guide was useful there. We stayed a total of seven

days in Montreal and this guide guided our experiences, which were five star. In Quebec City , four



days, the guide was useful but the historic section is small and can be seen in three hours of

wandering so the guide is not essential there. The best part of Quebec city was renting a bike and

biking along the great bike trails, something the guide could have had more on. Still, far beyond the

other guides for accuracy and helpful ideas.Beware of  reviewers who review travel books based

upon the way they look to the armchair reader. Many reviewers have not actually used the books on

location. A book the looks good does not necessarily translate to a useful or accurate book. We

used it. It works well.

This guide book worked for me. We visited both cities and were able to carry this around in the

outside pocket of a back pack. We found our hotels through TripAdvisor but they were highly rated

in the book, as well. We did the suggested walking tours of the Old Towns and appreciated the

information on the sights, the history, and the little side boxes of tips. I recommend it.

Great information, but do not get this on a Kindle. It's too hard to access the pages you want on a

Kindle, since a travel guide is not something you read in a linear fashion.

I ordered this before I visited the tourist website for Quebec city, they sent me a similar copy for

free. But it was nice to have multiple maps.

Excellent guide book for anyone traveling to Montreal for the first time. Information about the city is

all in one place, maps too. Worth the money

I found this book very helpful with the planning of our trip to Montreal & Quebec. Great pull out map

included for Montreal & Quebec.

This is the second kindle-version travel guide I've purchased and while its content is quite good, I've

concluded that real paper travel guides are the way to go in the future. With the kindle version, you

get a minor advantage of being able to click directly on a link to take you to the web sites of

attractions that interest you. The disadvantage is that you have to be linked to the internet to do that.

Also, I find the process of bookmarking maps and accessing them, flipping back and forth between

the text and the map to be somewhat cumbersome. And finally, I can't see myself walking around

Montreal, for example, and whipping out my Kindle Fire and firing (sic) it up to check some detail

about an attraction, but I can see myself doing it with a paperback. All that said, however, this guide



book is a good introduction to Quebec, well-written and very helpful. The information on the "Route

Verte" bicycle trail has caused me to rethink my trip planning substantially. Whichever version you

purchase, you won't be disappointed with this guide.

VERY USEFUL IN PLANNING A TRIP THERE. I would recommend Frommer's guide.
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